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The robustness of novel multimedia fate models in environmental exposure estimation of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) remains unclear, because of uncertainties in the emission, physicochemical properties and natural variability in environmental systems. Here, we evaluate the uncertainty in predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) by using the SimpleBox4nano (SB4N) model. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were performed on the environmental fate, concentrations and speciation of nano-CeO2, -TiO2 and -ZnO. Realistic distributions of uncertainty and variability were applied for all of SB4N’s input and model parameter values. Environmental distribution over air, water, soil and sediment as well as nanomaterial speciation across natural colloid and coarse particles appeared to be similar for nano-CeO2, -TiO2 and -ZnO. ENPs in the atmosphere were effectively removed by deposition. ENPs in the water column were removed through hetero-aggregation-sedimentation with natural particles. ENPs accumulated in soil by attachment to grains. The sources of uncertainty and variability driving variation in PECs, which was identified in Spearman rank analysis, were related to production, emission, compartment volumes, and removal by dissolution or advection and appeared to be similar for the three ENPs. The variation in speciation within environmental compartments was influenced most by the physicochemical properties of the ENP and by model parameters that relate to the compartment of interest.

Introduction

The nanotechnology industry is rapidly developing engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) that are applied in a great variety of consumer and industrial products.1 Release of ENPs to the environment is anticipated during production, use and disposal.2 However, ENP environmental fate, bioavailability, bioaccumulation, and toxicity and thus the biological risks require more knowledge in order to be fully understood3 and in order to prevent unforeseen environmental and toxicological impacts.4

Chemical safety assessment frameworks, such as the European Commission (EC)’s legislation program REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Assessment and Restriction of Chemicals) and the Toxic Substances Control Act of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), have been founded to protect human health and the environment from potential toxic effects of chemicals.5,6 Their guidance is not yet able to cope with chemicals occurring as nanomaterials that possess...
physicochemical properties that diverge from those of the
c hemical's equivalent bulk material or dissolved state.7,8 A
major challenge in environmental risk assessment of ENPs is
to turn the models that are currently used to describe and predict
the fate of 'conventional chemical substances' into
models that are fit for use with nanomaterials.7,9,10 Probabil-
listic mass flow analysis has been suggested for this
purpose.11–14 However, such models require input data that
are not readily available for implementation in chemical
safety assessment frameworks.14–16 Therefore, new tools are
being developed to estimate environmental exposure to ENPs
from their emission and physicochemical properties
alone15–19 by simulating the key mechanisms in the environ-
mental fate of ENPs, which are attachment to natural parti-
cles, settling and removal by dissolution.7–10,20 However,
emission of ENPs to the environment is uncertain, because
data on production volumes13 and release during the differ-
ent life cycles of nanomaterial products,2 generally, are inac-
nessible. Physicochemical properties of ENPs that drive their
environmental fate are also considered to be uncertain.9,10
Therefore, some important interactions between the ENP and
the environmental matrix are hard to predict, e.g. dissolution
rates of ENPs in different aqueous media and their attach-
ment to natural particles.21 Such uncertainty in determining
the input parameters of new models obviously leads to varia-
tion in their predicted environmental concentrations (PECs).
At the same time, limitations in techniques measuring ENPs
in environmental samples hamper model calibration and val-
idation.14,16,22,23 Consequently, the robustness of the latest
multimedia fate models remains unclear. We argue that this
robustness can be evaluated by making the uncertainties in
input parameters and the natural variability in the environ-
mental system explicit. Here, we present such an evaluation
for SimpleBox4Nano, a multimedia environmental fate model
that predicts concentrations, distributions and speciation of
nanomaterials in the environment.15 This evaluation is done
to meet three main objectives: (i) to identify commonalities and
differences among the environmental fates of nanomaterials
with different chemical compositions, (ii) to derive confidence intervals for PECs calculated by mechanistic mul-
timedia fate models such as SB4N, and (iii) to rank the most
important sources of uncertainty and variability in environ-
mental exposure estimation of ENPs.

Our study approach is as follows. SB4N is an adaptation of the
SimpleBox model,24 which serves as a regional distribu-
tion module in the European Union System for Evaluation of
Substances (EUSES) model, used by REACH as guidance in
the environmental exposure estimation of chemicals.25 In an
earlier proof-of-concept study,15 we have evaluated the model
concept of SB4N with a scenario of nano-TiO2 emission in
Switzerland.15 However, this evaluation was based on a
model concept with single model and input parameter values
only and model outcomes apply as point estimates of param-
eters from this source.15 In reality, the model parameters are
subject to natural variability and the input parameters are
subject to uncertainty.10 To take this into account, data were
collected for all of SB4N's input and model parameters
reflecting realistic distributions of variability and uncertainty
including emission estimation, natural variability in the envi-
ronmental system, and uncertainty in physicochemical prop-
eties of ENPs (Fig. 1). These probability distributions were
used for Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the environmental
fate of the three mostly used metal oxide ENPs in Europe:
nano-TiO2, nano-ZnO and nano-CeO2.13,26 The MC simulations
yielded distributions of outputs (medians and 95% con-
fidence intervals) for the PECs of three physical species of
ENPs in the environment: (i) free 'primary' or 'pristine'
ENPs, (ii) ENPs attached to natural colloids, and (iii) ENPs at-
tached to coarse particulate matter.

**Methods**

**Monte Carlo simulations with SimpleBox4Nano**

The software package Crystal Ball27 was used to perform
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the SB4N output; median
values and 95% confidence intervals for PECs were calculated
from 10 000 iterations. Output distributions of PEC were sim-
ulated for (i) freely dispersed particles, (ii) hetero-aggregated
particles and (iii) particles attached to suspended particulate
matter, prone to gravitational forces in aqueous media. The
model solves mass balance equations for a steady-state situ-
ation in all compartments and species through matrix
algebra:15,28

$$m = -A^{-1}e$$

Here, $e$ (kg s$^{-1}$) is the vector of emission rates of ENPs into
the environment. The system matrix $A$ (s$^{-1}$) represents first-
order rate constants for (i) transport between compartments
and to media outside the system, (ii) the rates at which ENPs
attach to natural colloids or coarse particles, and (iii) the
rates at which ENPs are subjected to removal processes such
as degradation and dissolution (ESI† Chapter A, S4–S6).15
These rate constants were calculated using equations that ex-
press the interactions between ENPs and the environ-
mental system.15 For these calculations, the MC simulations require
probability distributions of the natural variability in model
parameters that define the environmental system and of the
uncertainty of the physicochemical properties and emission
of the ENPs. The collected data (ESI† Chapters B–E, S7–S29)

did not always provide the shapes of the uncertainty and vari-
ability distributions (e.g. normal, lognormal, Pareto). Uniform
distributions were assumed in those cases that data only pro-
vided minima and maxima, whereas triangular distributions
were assumed when data provided a minimum, a most-likely
value and a maximum. For a detailed account of the proba-
\*bility distributions used, see Chapters B to E, ESI†. Envi-
ronmental exposure estimated with the model is expressed as
PECs ($\xi_{\text{ENP} m_{\text{medium}}}$; $\xi_{\text{ENP} kg_{\text{dryweight}}}$ for porous media).
PECs are expressed for (i) the free pristine particles, because
these are most compatible with toxicity testing protocols for
risk assessment,16 (ii) the sum of free ENPs and ENPs hetero-
aggregated, because in a regulatory context the fraction of metal (oxides) able to pass through a filter < 450 nm is considered bioavailable, and (iii) total concentrations for each environmental compartment.

Multimedia fate is evaluated with environmental distributions (EDs) (% gENP in compartment i % gENP in env. system) and specification distribution patterns (SDPs) within each compartment (% gENP species i in compartment j % gENP in compartment j).

**Emission rates**

The vector of emission was calculated by multiplying estimated production volumes with estimated fractions that are released to air, water or soil during stages of the life cycle of the nanomaterial product (ESI† Chapter B, S7–S11). Direct emission patterns to soil and air are considered during the use and production stage of the nanomaterials, whereas direct emission to surface water is only expected during the use stage. The fractions that are released during use are calculated as the product of the use patterns of the nanomaterials, e.g. cosmetics, electronics, coatings and paints, and the estimated fractions of release for these use patterns (ESI† Chapter B, Tables S1 and S2). Indirect emission is calculated for the disposal stage through waste incineration and wastewater treatment containing the nanomaterial products (ESI† Chapter B, Fig. S1 and Table S1). Here, it was assumed that all nano-CeO₂ and -TiO₂ that flow from wastewater treatment effluents to surface waters are emitted as ENPs that are attached to natural colloid particles. Nano-ZnO is assumed to be absent in these effluents, because it has been dissolved completely. All nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂ and -ZnO that are emitted to agricultural soil by application of sewage sludge are assumed to be attached to natural coarse particles prone to sedimentation during the wastewater treatment process. Prior to emission, nano-ZnO in the sludge is assumed to be reduced to 0–1% of its initial amount. The amount of sewage sludge that is applied to agricultural soils is assumed to range between 0 and 55%. ENPs released during production, use and waste incineration are all assumed to be in their primary state as free ENPs, because release of free ENPs causes the most environmental concern.

**Uncertainties in physicochemical properties of ENPs**

The physicochemical properties of ENPs that are used as input parameters in the SB4N model are size, specific weight, attachment efficiencies with natural particles, and dissolution rates in different aqueous media. A uniform distribution was applied to express the variability in ENP diameter with 1 and 100 nm as the minimum and maximum, respectively, because more detailed data on the actual sizes of ENPs produced in the EU is not available. The specific weights of the nanomaterials are equal to the densities of the solid states of the pure chemical of which the ENP consists. Possible influences of coatings on the ENPs' weight were assumed negligible. Hence, there were no distributions inserted in the MC simulations related to the mass density of ENPs. Dissolution is interpreted here as the transformation of ENPs into ionic or molecular forms either spontaneously or as a result of chemical reactions with the environmental media such as (re-)oxidation and sulfidication. Dissolution rates for nano-ZnO in storm (rain)water within weeks, in freshwater within days, and in groundwater within weeks have been derived from the rough estimations of residence times.
published by Garner and Keller (ESI † Chapter C, Table S1).21 Dissolution rates in sediment are assumed equal to those in freshwater. Nano-CeO₂ and -TiO₂ are not expected to dissolve to any significant extent, even over long periods of time regardless of water type,21 so that their dissolution rate has been set to zero.

The data for the attachment efficiencies were collected from experimental studies, if not available from the Derjaguin and Landau,26 Verwey and Overbeek10 (DLVO) theory (ESI † Chapter D, S13–S14). Experimentally obtained attachment efficiencies are often presented as a set of values reflecting a range of environmental conditions. A uniform distribution was applied with the minimal and maximal efficiencies observed within the boundaries of relevant environmental conditions (ESI † Chapter D, Table S4).

The parameters applied in the DLVO theory are accompanied by ranges of variability and uncertainty in environmental conditions and ENP properties. These ranges were included in separate MC simulations that were performed on the DLVO expression (ESI † Chapter D, S13–S17). However, it still remains uncertain to what extent experimentally derived attachment efficiencies are suitable for integration in an environmental fate model.44 Therefore, the acquired uncertainty distributions were not directly included in the evaluation of the SB4N model. Instead, the fundamental uncertainty of the applied methods to derive attachment efficiencies was also evaluated. In each iteration of the MC simulations, a value for each attachment efficiency was generated randomly from the distributions obtained from the DLVO theory or experimental work (ESI † Chapter D, Table S4). Then, this value was used as the mode in a triangular distribution, in which the values of 0 and 1 have been selected as minimum and maximum, so that the fundamental uncertainty of these two methods was included.

Natural variabilities of environmental system parameters

For the purpose of this study, we used SB4N with one spatial scale resembling a regional environmental system (ESI † Chapter E, Table S1) as defined in REACH.25 According to the REACH guidelines in environmental exposure estimation, 10% of the total production volume in the EU is located at this regional scale.25 The data were collected to reflect natural variability in model parameters of the environmental system from (i) earlier parameter uncertainty analyses on SimpleBox, (ii) other model studies on the environmental fate of nanoparticles and (iii) experimental, model and literature review studies on the natural variability in environmental materials, conditions and flows (ESI † Chapter E, Table S2).

Spearman rank analyses

Contributions of model input variances to model-predicted fate were analyzed by means of Spearman rank correlation analysis. Derived rank correlation coefficients express to what extent SB4N’s model outcomes statistically depend on the uncertainties and variabilities of its input parameters. The Spearman rank analysis assigns the highest coefficients to the parameters that are most important to variation in PECs, environmental fate and speciation of the ENPs, thus revealing the relative importance of the different sources of uncertainty and variability.

Three sets of Spearman rank analyses were performed to identify which input and model parameters are the major sources of uncertainty and variability in the PECs and SDPs of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO. The analyses were performed on the extract data of the MC simulations containing the selected model and parameter values and calculated output values for each iteration. The Spearman’s rank correlation is calculated as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient on the ranks of these data.

A first set of Spearman rank correlation coefficients was derived for the correlation between the PECs and all input and model parameters with a defined probability distribution. The uncertainties in the estimated production volumes are generally so large13,26 that influences of other input variabilities on model-calculated PECs could easily become obscured. Since the relation between emission rates and PECs is known to be linear in mass balance models,42 it was decided to run a separate second set of analyses in which uncertainty in production volumes was excluded by setting them at a constant value of 1 ton per year. It should be noted that this is a common procedure in life cycle impact assessment of toxic chemicals, where such ratios of steady-state masses and emission rates are named ‘environmental fate factor’.43 These fate factors are also applicable to nanomaterials.44 The PECsₓ ᵁ illustrate how ENPs spread through the environment independent of the total volume that is produced, reflecting the accuracy of the SB4N model.

Finally, a third set of Spearman rank analyses was performed to determine the most important parameters that influence the extent to which the ENPs occur as free pristine species or attached to natural colloids or coarse particles. This analysis was performed on the extract data of derived species distribution patterns (SDPs) within each environmental compartment (g.species of ENP in compartment g.total ENP in compartment -1).

Results and discussion

Environmental fate and exposure of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO

The environmental exposure to nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO simulated with SB4N is expressed with median values for PECs and their 95% CIs calculated for the free, bioavailable (the sum of free ENPs and ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloids), and total concentrations in the atmosphere, water, sediment and soil compartments (Fig. 3). Speciation of the ENPs as free, hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles or attached to natural coarse particles is expressed with median values and 95% CIs for the SDPs (Fig. 2). Differences in PECs and SDPs between nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO are considered meaningful if 95% CIs do not overlap.
The environmental fate across the compartments air, soil, water and sediment appear to be quite similar for nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$ and -ZnO, because most of their respective 95% CIs calculated by SB4N overlap (Fig. 2). The relative amounts of nano-ZnO in the atmosphere and water are high compared to those of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$. No significant differences...
can be observed between the distribution across environmental compartments and species of the insoluble nano-CeO$_2$, and -TiO$_2$ (Fig. 2). This indicates that only the difference in dissolution influences fate, whereas the other properties of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$ and -ZnO and their differences in emission do not have a large effect on the environmental fate of these three nanoparticles.

On the other hand, the SDPs show some clear differences, i.e. non-overlapping 95% CIs in the extent to which the ENPs occur as free, aggregated with natural colloid particles, or attached to natural coarse particles. Atmospheric ENPs are more prone for coagulation with fine natural aerosol particles than large coarse mode aerosols (Fig. 2B). In water (Fig. 2C), the ENPs that are hetero-aggregated with natural colloidal particles represent the dominant fraction (21–100%).

In the sediment compartment (Fig. 2D), the ENPs attached to natural coarse particles are the dominant species for nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$, whereas for nano-ZnO there is no dominant species. The fraction of free ENPs in sediment is extremely small for all three ENPs considered (2 × 10$^{-15}$ to 3 × 10$^{-3}$%). Still, the free fractions of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ are even smaller than that of nano-ZnO in sediment (Fig. 2D). The SDPs of ENPs in soil (Fig. 2D) show a sequence: free ENPs make up the smallest fraction (1 × 10$^{-14}$ to 1.8 × 10$^{-26}$%), aggregated species are intermediate (9 × 10$^{-7}$ to 41%), and a dominant fraction of ENPs is attached to the solid grains in soil (61–100%). Here, the 95% CIs for the different species of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ considered in soil are more distant from each other compared to those of nano-ZnO (Fig. 2E).

**Low amounts of engineered nanoparticles in the atmosphere**

There are no significant differences between the atmospheric PECs of the three nanomaterials considered, since all of the respective 95% CIs overlap (Fig. 3). It appears that for atmosphere the bioavailable concentrations are almost equal to the total concentrations, because ENPs hetero-aggregated with fine aerosols make up for the dominant fractions (Fig. 2B).

Only a small percentage of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO is distributed to the atmosphere as a function of fate and emission (Fig. 2A; 2.7 × 10$^{-3}$–3.5%). There is relatively little emission of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO to air compared to their emission to soil and water. Airborne ENPs are also effectively removed by rainfall, dry deposition and coagulation with natural aerosol particles. Furthermore, ENPs do not evaporate, so that there is no diffusive transport from the water and soil compartments to the atmosphere. Emission is therefore considered to be the only major mass flow responsible for ENPs entering the air compartment. Hence, the relatively low amounts of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO distributed to the atmosphere as calculated by SB4N were to be expected.

In aerosol sciences, the probability of two coagulating particles sticking to each other after a collision event is approached with the Fuchs correction coefficient. Since this correction coefficient is a value between 0 and 1, it can be treated in fate simulations as an attachment efficiency. In contrast to actual attachment efficiencies between ENPs and natural particles in the water phase, Fuchs correction coefficients can ultimately be calculated as a function of the diameters and specific weights of the two colliding particles. It appears that the specific weights of ENPs have little influence on their coagulation with aerosols, because there are no differences between SDPs of the three different ENPs simulated. The diameters of the ENPs are all inserted in the MC simulations to range between 1–100 nm. Hence, the atmospheric coagulation of the different ENPs is calculated to be almost exactly the same (Fig. 2B).

**Accumulation in soil**

Total concentrations of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ in soil are calculated to be significantly higher than that of nano-ZnO, whereas free and bioavailable concentrations in soil are comparable for all three nanomaterials considered (Fig. 3). However, the SDPs of nano-ZnO significantly differ from those of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$. Both the free fraction and the hetero-aggregated fraction of nano-ZnO are significantly larger compared to those of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$.

The application of ENPs containing sewage sludge in agriculture leads to high emission to soil of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$, which are attached to suspended coarse particles due to the wastewater treatment process. These ENPs are calculated to accumulate, because erosion is considered to be their only removal mechanism. ENPs from direct emission accumulate as well, because of their fast attachment to the immobile solid grains of soil. SB4N calculates the attachment between ENPs and solid grains to occur within minutes (ESI, Chapter G, Table S2), whereas the removal of attached nano-ZnO by dissolution takes months and removal of the practically insoluble nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ by soil erosion alone even takes centuries. Consequently, the free and hetero-aggregated fractions of nano-ZnO are relatively large compared to those of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$, because nano-ZnO attached to soil grains accumulates less due to its dissolution. Still, for both the soluble and insoluble ENPs the species attached to the natural coarse particles are calculated to be dominant in soil (61–100%) (Fig. 2E). Stronger, the accumulation of these attached ENPs makes the ED to soil to be the highest for all environmental compartments (Fig. 2A; 46–100%).

**Aggregation with natural colloids and particles in water**

The bioavailable concentrations appear to be dominant in the water compartment (Fig. 2C and 3). However, this is only significant for nano-ZnO, as the 95% CI calculated for the fraction that is attached to coarse particles, and thus not bioavailable, does not overlap with the dominant fraction of ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles (Fig. 2C). The fractions that are still in their free pristine state are calculated to range between 0.0001%
and 0.1% for all three ENPs considered (Fig. 2C). The fractions of nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ attached to natural coarse particles are calculated to be significantly larger compared to the free fractions, but this is not the case for nano-ZnO. Except for nano-TiO$_2$, the significant patterns are obscured in the calculation of PECs, i.e. the 95% CI calculated for the free concentration of nano-TiO$_2$ in water does not overlap with those for the bioavailable and total concentrations (Fig. 2).

Prior to their inflow to water, nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ are calculated to accumulate in soil by attachment to soil grains and sludge application. The accumulation leads to elevated concentrations of ENPs attached to coarse particles in soil. According to the principles of mass balance equations, the mass flow of these ENPs attached to coarse particles from soil to water will be proportional to the elevated soil concentrations. Accumulation in soil is predicted to be the highest for nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$, because they do not dissolve, so that the fractions of ENPs in water that are attached to coarse particles are also larger for nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ than for -ZnO (Fig. 2C). Nonetheless, the species of ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles is dominant for all three nano-materials, but this is only significant for nano-ZnO (Fig. 2C). Nano-ZnO is directly emitted to water only and not via wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents, because it dissolves during treatment, whereas for nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ indirect emission as ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles in WWTP effluents is considerable (ESI† Chapter B). Still for nano-ZnO, the hetero-aggregated species is calculated to be significantly dominant (Fig. 2) as a result of the emitted free ENPs that hetero-aggregate with natural colloids in the water compartment.

The mechanisms dominating the aquatic fate of ENPs, i.e. dissolution and hetero-aggregation with settling natural particles, are considered to be complex and difficult to predict. However, despite all uncertainty, variability and complexity accounted for in the MC simulations of SB4N, it appears that the ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloids are likely to represent the dominant fraction of insoluble nano-CeO$_2$ and -TiO$_2$ (21–100%), whereas for the soluble nano-ZnO the dominance of hetero-aggregated species is even significant (59–100%) (Fig. 2C). These findings are supported by those reported by De Klein et al., in a spatially explicit modeling study of nano-CeO$_2$ in the river Dommel validated with field measurements, and by Velzeboer et al. who demonstrated that in turbulent aquatic systems hetero-aggregation of ENPs with suspended particles governed the sedimentation of ENPs, irrespective of the ENP type studied.

Moreover, despite the differences in emission patterns, the EDs of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$ and -ZnO to the water compartment are similar (Fig. 2A; $1 \times 10^{-4}$ to 49%), since the 95% CIs overlap and are intermediate compared to the other emission compartments, i.e. higher than atmosphere and lower than soil.

**Sediment as an environmental sink**

SB4N calculates EDs and PECs for the top layers of the sediment, because contaminant concentrations in the deeper layers are considered not to be bioavailable. Concentrations of free ENPs in sediment are calculated to be extremely low compared to the bioavailable and total concentrations. The total and bioavailable concentrations of nano-TiO$_2$ are calculated to be significantly higher than those of nano-ZnO, whereas the free concentrations are similar for all three ENPs considered. The EDs of ENPs to the sediment compartment appear to be most difficult to predict as the 95% CIs are the largest compared to the other compartments (Fig. 2A). There is no emission to sediment, so that the EDs are dependent on the environmental fate in air, water and soil. It is demonstrated that accumulation of insoluble ENPs in soil eventually leads to elevated concentrations of ENPs attached to natural coarse particles in the water column. The aquatic fate that follows after emission or transport from air and soil to water is important for concentrations in sediment as well, since the ENPs must settle through the water compartment in order to reach the top layer of the sediment. The dominant settling mechanism of ENPs that enter the water as free species is through hetero-aggregation with natural particles. Aquatic ENPs that are still in the free pristine state reside in the water column as a non-settling fraction. Hence, the fraction of free species in the sediment compartment is calculated to be extremely low ($2 \times 10^{-15}$ to $3 \times 10^{-13}$) as only very few free ENPs will reach the sediment compartment through sedimentation. Moreover, SB4N’s model parameters that govern the hetero-aggregation between ENPs and natural particles in the water column are also influential for the EDs in sediment, e.g. the concentrations and sizes of natural particles in the water and their attachment efficiencies with ENPs. ENPs attached to larger natural particles settle faster and therefore are more effectively transported from the water compartment to the sediment compartment. This explains why the ENPs hetero-aggregated with smaller colloids are dominant in the water compartment (Fig. 2C), whereas in the sediment the species attached to natural coarse particles is dominant (Fig. 2D).

Sedimentation of natural particles also buries the top layer of the sediment, so that the ENPs residing in the top layers are buried to the deeper layers. SB4N considers the deeper layers not to be a part of the bioavailable system. However, these layers are regarded as the final environmental sink of ENPs where they will accumulate. Although SB4N only calculates concentrations for ENPs in the top layers, the MC simulations demonstrate that only an extremely small fraction of ENPs can reach the deeper layers of the sediment in their pristine and free to disperse state as they cannot even reach the top layer in this state (Fig. 2D).

**Sources of uncertainty and variability**

Compared to the PECs, the trends in environmental fate are more significant due to the major uncertainty in production...
volumes, i.e. there is more overlap between the 95% CIs representing the PECs (Fig. 3) compared to those of the environmental distributions (EDs) (Fig. 2). The Spearman rank correlation coefficients confirm that the uncertainty in the estimated production volumes is a major source of the variation in the simulated PECs (ESI† Chapter F, S30–S36). The uncertainty in production volume of nano-CeO₂ is the largest for the three nanomaterials considered. This also applies for the 95% CIs for nano-CeO₂ PECs (of 5 to 8 orders of the magnitude) and for the correlation coefficients between production volume and PECs (91–95%, ESI† Chapter F, Table S1). Uncertainties in production volumes of nano-TiO₂ and -ZnO are also the major causes of the variation in their respective PECs in the atmosphere, soil and water. Because the influence of production volumes on the PECs is so large, the influences of other input and model parameters are less prominent.

In order to analyze the influences of the other SB4N model and input parameters, the PECs simulated with the production volume set constant at 1 ton per year were used. For all three nanomaterials considered, these PECs₁ty are most influenced by a few parameters that determine emission fractions, compartment volumes and removal rates (ESI† Chapter F, Table S1). For the various compartments, the parameters with the highest correlation coefficient are (i) for atmosphere: the fraction of the production volume that is emitted to air, atmospheric mixing height, and the wind speed that determines the rate of advective transport of air to outside the system, (ii) for soil: dry weight of soil grains, soil depth, the removal rate by ENP dissolution or erosion, and emission, i.e. the fractions of the production volumes that are emitted to soil directly, the fraction of ENPs taken up in the WWTP sludge and the amount of contaminated sludge eventually applied to soil causing uncertainty in indirect emission, and (iii) for water: the fractions of the production volumes that are either directly emitted to water or through WWTP effluents, removal by ENP dissolution and water outflow (ESI† Chapter F, Table S2). For the sediment compartment, the relationship between PECs₁ty and model and input parameters is more complex to derive as more parameters show high correlation coefficients. Moreover, these parameters also reflect the interaction between ENPs and natural particles in the water column. The size distribution of suspended natural coarse particles appears to be the most important parameter (ESI† Chapter F, Table S2). This indicates that attachment of ENPs to larger settling natural particles is indeed the dominant mechanism of transport from the water compartment to the sediment compartment. Hence, it is also an important parameter for the PECs₁ty in water.

The Spearman rank correlation coefficients derived for the SDPs especially reflect the parameters that simulate the interaction between ENPs and the natural particles in the environment, e.g. the highest correlation coefficients for ENPs in air are assigned to the size and number concentrations of aerosol particles and the size of the ENP (ESI† Chapter F, Table S3).

It is notable that the model parameters that are most important for the SDP reflect the environmental compartment of interest, e.g. the highest Spearman rank coefficients for the SDPs in water either reflect a physicochemical property of the ENP or a model parameter that characterizes the water compartment (ESI† Chapter F, Table S5). This also applies to nano-CeO₂ and -TiO₂ in soil, whereas for the SDPs of nano-ZnO in soil, parameters reflecting the atmosphere are important as well. However, this only applies to model parameters and not to emission, since the uncertainty in sludge application to soil yields variation in PECs₁ty for the water and sediment compartments as well.

Emission to atmosphere is low for all three nanomaterials considered. Only for nano-ZnO emission to soil is also low because of the limited contribution of sludge application, i.e. nano-ZnO in sludge is reduced to 0–1% of its initial amount. Therefore, although emission of airborne nano-ZnO is low, its atmospheric fate becomes important for concentrations in soil as well (ESI† Chapter F, Table S4).

For nano-ZnO, the SDPs in sediment mostly depend on model parameters reflecting the aquatic fate of ENPs (ESI† Chapter F, Table S6). This predicts that the hetero-aggregates of nano-ZnO in sediment are already formed in the water before settling to the sediment compartment. The emission of nano-CeO₂ and -TiO₂ to soil through sludge application appears to be important for the PECs₁ty in sediment, although it is prior to transport from soil to water and from water to sediment. This indicates that the sediment compartment is an environmental sink of these insoluble ENPs.

It is notable that for all environmental compartments and nanomaterials considered the uncertainty in the characterization of the physicochemical properties of the ENPs, such as size and attachment efficiencies with natural particles, appears to be important for the SDPs and to a lesser extent for the prediction of total concentrations per environmental compartment. However, attachment efficiency may still be an important parameter for the environmental fate of ENPs. Rather, the variation in the attachment efficiencies inserted as input parameters in the MC simulations may not be large enough to yield variation in the outcomes as total concentrations. This would imply that attachment efficiencies for nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂ and -ZnO can be predicted accurate enough not to contribute to the variation in total concentrations. Furthermore, the hetero-aggregated ENPs are subject to the same aquatic fate processes as the free ENPs, e.g. dissolution, settling and advection. Hence, the aquatic fate of free ENPs is quite similar to that of the total amount of ENPs, since ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloids are the dominant species in water (Fig. 2C). Moreover, the influence of the actual attachment efficiencies may also be obscured by emission patterns. ENPs in WWTP effluents are assumed to be hetero-aggregated with natural colloids already, whereas ENPs in sludge applied to soil are assumed to be attached to coarse particles already.
Comparison to previous estimates and measurements

SB4N is a classical multimedia “box model” with a matrix extended with the environmental processes specifically relevant for the fate of ENPs. The model’s equations specify for the environmental fate processes of ENPs have been validated separately: (i) the process descriptions governing the atmospheric fate of nanoparticles have been validated in traffic emission monitoring, (ii) the aquatic fate sub-model has been validated in aggregation, sedimentation and dissolution experiments, and (iii) the sub-model for filtration of nanoparticles through porous media, e.g. soil and sediment, has been validated in sand column experiments. SB4N unifies all these sub-models into one overarching “box model”. To date, such “box models” have only been validated for the emission of conventional chemicals through comparison with average measured environmental concentrations. A validation of the integrated SB4N model against measured averaged concentrations, however, still needs to be performed.

A major issue in such a validation is that analytical tools are not yet able to distinguish between the natural and the engineered nanomaterials. Moreover, ENPs attached to natural particles cannot be quantified in environmental samples, whereas the MC simulations calculate that only a small fraction of ENPs does not attach to natural particles and persist in their free pristine state (Fig. 2). A formal validation by means of a comparison between measured and modeled environmental concentrations is thus hampered or even impossible.

Indicative validations of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO in surface waters and air can only be performed by comparing the PECs calculated with SB4N’s model simulations with elemental mass concentrations of Ce, Ti, and Zn filtered for <450 nm submicron particles. These filtered concentrations actually reflect the sum of elemental mass concentrations able to pass through the <450 nm filter including natural colloids, dissolved elemental species, ENP hetero-aggregates and free species of ENPs. ENPs attached to natural coarse particles do not pass through the filter and are thus not sampled in field measurements at all. Hence, indicative validation is only allowed by demonstrating that modeled concentrations for the sum of free and hetero-aggregated ENPs are lower compared to the measured concentrations of the respective ENPs chemical element in filtered field samples. Moreover, in such a comparison, it should be noted that SB4N predicts regional background concentrations, whereas field measurements are often performed on locations at which local chemical concentrations are relatively high.

Recently, the river Dommel (The Netherlands) has been sampled and filtered for <450 nm submicron particles by De Klein et al., 2016. These filtered samples contained mass concentrations of 0.04–0.27 and 0.63–1.15 mg m⁻³ for elemental Ce and Ti, respectively. The order of magnitude of these measured concentrations is comparable to the estimated concentrations of nano-CeO₂ and -TiO₂ in water calculated as the sum of the free ENPs and ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles (Fig. 3; 0.1 µg m⁻³–10 mg m⁻³). It is unclear to what extent the measured concentrations of elemental Ce and Ti consists of engineered nano-CeO₂ and -TiO₂, but a comparison with characteristic elemental ratios of inert geogenic materials suggests at least an anthropogenic source for the measured Ti. Markus et al. have estimated concentrations of nano-ZnO (1 mg m⁻³) in the river Rhine as a fraction of the total measured concentrations of elemental Zn (15–40 mg m⁻³), whereas the background concentration of nano-ZnO predicted with SB4N is predicted to be lower (7 ng m⁻³–46 µg m⁻³).

Elemental Ce has been sampled from urban air and filtered by Park et al. who find it to range between 0.1 and 1 ng m⁻³. The background concentrations for nano-CeO₂ estimated with SB4N covers this range completely (0.08 pg m⁻³ to 4 ng m⁻³), because of the great uncertainty in production volume estimations (ESI, Chapter F). However, 0.1 ng m⁻³ and 1 ng m⁻³ are equal to the 75th and 92nd percentiles of the air concentrations predicted with SB4N, respectively. Hence, the modeled background concentrations of nano-CeO₂ in air are most likely to be below that of the measured elemental concentrations in urban air.

To our knowledge, further field data of measured of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂ and -ZnO in the compartments air, soil and sediment are not available. However, we argue that the SB4N model yields acceptable results within the context of prospective environmental risk assessment of nanomaterials, although a formal and more extensive validation is desired once future measurement techniques allow so. Nonetheless, the model at least appears to be plausible, because (i) the concept of box models in general has been validated with conventional chemicals, (ii) SB4N’s model equations are experimentally validated, (iii) PECs comply to the order of magnitude of the few environmental measurements available, and (iv) predicted environmental fate, speciation and distributions agree with expected environmental patterns of ENPs as reported in the scientific literature (ESI, Chapter G, S37–S42).

Model simplifications and limitations

SB4N is developed as a screening level model that is neither temporal nor spatially explicit, whereas complex chemical reactions between ENPs and environmental matrices are only implicitly included in the “a priori” characterization of attachment efficiencies with natural particles and dissolution rates. Such simplifications in environmental exposure modeling of ENPs are inevitable but acceptable if justified scientifically. Instead of calculating PECs dynamically with an explicit temporal scale, SB4N calculates steady state concentrations. Such a simplification especially leads to overestimation of PECs for chemicals that are only subject to slow removal processes. The majority of the removal processes included in SB4N reflect an annual timescale, but erosion of soil that takes centuries is the exception here.
CeO₂ and -TiO₂ are not expected to dissolve to any significant extent over long periods of time, so that once they are attached to grains in soils they are considered to be removed by erosion only. Hence, it should be noted that the concentrations of nano-CeO₂, and -TiO₂ attached to coarse grains of soil are an overestimation if applied within the context of environmental risk assessment guidelines that employ annual timescales. Rather, they should be treated as chemicals that are persistent in the environment.

SB4N is also not spatially explicit and does not include landscape details that have proven to be important for the local environmental fate and concentrations of ENPs in close proximity to the emission source. However, multimedia fate models that are spatially explicit only yield better estimates if data on spatial variability in emission intensities are available. In regulatory environmental exposure estimation, the original SimpleBox is not used to simulate PECs for conventional chemicals on a local scale but on a regional scale. On this regional scale, emission intensities are simplified into continuous diffuse volumes. The simulated PECs are to be treated as regional background concentrations. Since SB4N is an adaptation of the original SimpleBox model, the PECs simulated by SB4N are to be treated as regional background concentrations as well.

The emission estimation of ENPs is further simplified by only considering direct release of pristine ENPs and ENPs attached to suspended particles during wastewater treatment. However, transformation processes such as homo-aggregation, surface modification and weathering can alter the pristine state before, during or directly after release as well. Quantitative data on the release of ENPs are limited, so that the extent to which ENPs are physically or chemically altered upon emission is difficult to express. Hence, the pristine state of ENPs is chosen as a worst case starting point for the fate simulations after direct release, because most data on physicochemical properties of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂ and -ZnO are referring to this state and because most concerns on the environmental risk of ENPs are related to release in a free to disperse form.

Finally, complex physical and chemical transformation reactions between ENPs and environmental matrices, such as (re-)oxidation, sulfidication, phosphorization, functionalization and adsorption of natural organic matter, are not explicitly simulated. Rather, these processes are implicitly included by treating the influence that they have on ENP dissolution rates in different aqueous media and the attachment between ENPs and natural particles as an uncertainty. Hence, the simplifications in SB4N’s model simulations do not hamper the environmental exposure estimation of ENPs as long as the PECs are interpreted on a screening level.

Considerations in the screening level environmental exposure estimation of nanoparticles

The 95% CIs of the PECs derived probabilistically with SB4N for nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂ and -ZnO account for input parameter uncertainty and natural variability of the environmental system. In regulatory contexts, the purpose of environmental exposure estimation is to ensure safe concentrations at which no adverse effects for organisms in the environment are to be expected. Such insurance does not necessarily require complex probabilistic fate models that are difficult to implement in risk assessment frameworks. Rather, the upper limits of the confidence intervals for PECs should be below the lower limits of predicted no effect concentrations (PNECs), whether or not to use the outcome of this uncertainty study in a regulatory context is a regulatory choice. The simple point estimate multimedia fate models are therefore still fit for environmental exposure estimation as long as they are corrected for model uncertainty and variability. Here, it is discussed to what extent the magnitudes of variation in the PECs calculated for nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO are fit for extrapolation to environmental exposure estimation of other nanomaterials at a screening level.

Presently, there is no scientific consensus on what should be the relevant bioavailable ENP speciation for environmental exposure estimation. PNECs are derived from toxicity tests designed for exposure to pristine (free) ENPs, but in practice the ENPs often aggregate with themselves before reaching the exposed organisms. According to the guidelines of risk assessment, the bioavailable fraction of metals in the environment is defined as “the fraction of a metal that passes through a filter of 450 nm”. If this definition also applies to nanomaterials, then the relevant exposure concentrations would be the sum of the free ENPs and the ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles (<450 nm), whereas only the free ENPs are somewhat compatible to the hazard data generated in ecotoxicological studies, because they both fully consist of the same substance. Nanomaterials attached to natural coarse particles do not at all fall under this definition of “bioavailable” at all, but they are present in the environment. With a consensus lacking whether ENPs attached to natural coarse particles should be regarded as environmental exposure or not, the conservative approach would be to include them.

The results from the MC simulations show that although nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO differ in chemical composition, their distribution over the water, sediment and soil compartments is quite similar (Fig. 2). The only difference is that nano-ZnO is less accumulative in soil and sediment, because it is prone to dissolution. As a consequence, a higher percentage of nano-ZnO is distributed to the atmosphere and water (Fig. 2). It is plausible that the environmental distributions of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂, and -ZnO also apply to ENPs with similar emission patterns and physicochemical properties. The Spearman rank correlation coefficients show that for the total concentrations the most important parameters reflect production volumes, emission fractions, compartment volumes and removal rates by advection or dissolution. We argue that because these parameters are most important and because of the similarity in environmental fate of nano-CeO₂, -TiO₂ and -ZnO, despite their different chemical compositions and
solubility, the magnitudes of variation in the PECs of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO (i.e. the ratio of the 97.5 and 2.5 percentiles), which are (i) a factor of 10 for atmosphere and water, (ii) a factor of 10 000 for soluble ENPs and a factor of 100 for insoluble ENPs in sediment, and (iii) a factor of 100 for soil (ESI† Chapter H, S43–S46), can be used as an assessment factor in screening level environmental exposure estimation of other nanoparticles. Inaccessible production volumes are the major source of uncertainty for total PECs. However, production volumes are linear proportional to PECs and environmental risk assessment of chemicals is performed by individuals with access to the respective production volumes.$^{25}$ Stronger, the actual production data of the ENPs allow more differentiation in physicochemical properties such as size and a priori characterization of dissolution rates and attachment efficiencies,$^{13}$ whereas the MC simulations have been performed for nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO that are characterized on a generic level. Compartment volumes and advective flows reflect a natural variability of the environmental system that is valid for all chemicals, whereas for emission fractions (high) and dissolution rates (slow) a conservatively chosen value will lead to conservative calculations of the PECs as well. Hence, a conservative point estimated PEC multiplied with the magnitudes of variation identified for nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO should provide an exposure concentration that is equal to or higher than the upper limit of the 95% CI of PEC calculated with the complex probabilistic fate model. However, the physicochemical properties and emission patterns of the three nanomaterials evaluated are, besides their dissolution rate, quite similar. There is relatively little emission to the atmosphere.$^2$ Furthermore, they are all metal oxides with a specific weight higher than that of water, so that they do not float but settle,$^{38}$ whereas the a priori characterized attachment efficiencies with natural particles all appear to be high enough to induce accumulation in soil and hetero-aggregation with natural particles in water. Hence, a screening level multimedia fate model can only be used for conservative environmental exposure estimation under the terms that (i) the most conservative values are chosen for dissolution rates and emission volumes, (ii) physicochemical properties of the ENP are similar to that of nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO, i.e. attachment efficiencies are high enough to induce accumulation in soil and hetero-aggregation with natural particles in water, and (iii) the atmosphere is not the dominant compartment of emission.

**Conclusions**

Although nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$ and -ZnO differ in chemical composition, their environmental fate and speciation are quite similar. Despite the major uncertainties identified, several significant trends are demonstrated in the fate of the ENPs, such as the dominance of ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles in water, accumulation in soil by attachment to grains and the small fraction of ENPs that persists in a free pristine state, especially in the sediment compartment. Moreover, environmental exposure estimation of ENPs with a default point estimate multimedia fate model has become feasible, because the sources of uncertainty have been made explicit. Screening level multimedia fate models, such as SB4N, seem appropriate for screening level estimations of environmental exposure to ENPs, because uncertainties in emission, physicochemical properties of the substance and natural variability in the environmental system only lead to a variation in total PECs that is comparable to that of conventional chemicals, i.e. a factor of 10 in air and water, 10 000 for soluble ENPs and 100 for insoluble ENPs in sediment, and 100 in soil.$^{21}$ However, the bioavailable concentrations in environmental exposure estimation is considered the fraction “that passes through a filter <450 nm”, i.e. the sum of the free ENPs and ENPs hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles. Physical species concentrations of ENPs as free pristine, hetero-aggregated with natural colloid particles, or attached to coarse particles species are less feasible to extrapolate from nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, or -ZnO to other nanomaterials, because they more strongly depend on the physicochemical properties of the nanomaterials. Further, investigation is thus required to determine to what extent environmental fate, speciation, and concentrations are determined by the physicochemical properties of the ENP for two reasons: first, to make explicit to what extent the variation in the bioavailable concentrations predicted for nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$, and -ZnO is suitable for extrapolation to other nanomaterials and, second, to evaluate the environmental distribution of nanoparticles that do not have physicochemical properties comparable to nano-CeO$_2$, -TiO$_2$ and -ZnO.
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